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SUMMARY  

 

In theory and practice, the field of human-animal interactions in the context of health 

and quality of life of people has been radically developing mainly since the 1960s. In the 

professional texts we often hear the opinion that the beginnings of a genuine scientific interest 

in the human-animal interactions and their effects in relation to the quality of life for people 

and animals date back to the Levinson publication (1960s), in particular to his contribution  

the Dog as a Co-Therapist, published in 1962 in the journal Mental Hygiene. Yet previously 

published contributions dealt with positive effects and therapeutic value of human-animal 

interactions. Bossard (1944, 1950, in: Fine 2000) discussed the important role that pets can 

play in family life and in relation to mental health of its members with the emphasis on the 

development of children´s personality. Later, Levinson, on the basis of these ideas, applied 

the findings into therapeutic environment (Cusack, 1988; Salotto 2001 etc.). In spite of initial 

skepticism of experts particularly in the areas of medicine, later (especially since the 1980s) 

the subject of interventions and activities with the assistance of animals has in global context 

been developing rapidly.                                                                                                   

Despite relatively short history of interventions and activities with the assistance of 

animals (known as zootherapy, animal assisted therapy, or animotherapy in our region), we 

currently have a number of relevant findings in sociological, psychological, pedagogical, 

anthropological, medical and other research which demonstrate the importance of human-

animal interactions in health and quality of life. Experts in many disciplines (medicine, 

special and medical pedagogy, psychology, veterinary medicine, sociology, ethology, social 

work, etc..) share the opinion these days that close contact of people with animals is 

accompanied by favorable emotional, physiological, psychological and socio-psychological 

effects that positively affect overall health, psychological and social state and ultimately the 

overall quality of life of people. 

Besides the effects of human-animal interactions on health and quality of life, both in 

physiological as well as psychological and psychosocial, increased interest of scientists is 

focused on explanation of mechanisms which cause these positive changes. Currently, several  

human-animal intervention theories are known, while in the context of interventions and 

activities with the assistance of animals  mainly three of them are prioritized, i.e. Attachment 

Theory (J. Bowlby), Biophilia Theory (E.O. Wilson) and Social Support Theory in its 

individual current models. Together with the Need of Attention i.e. "attentionis egens" (J. 

Odendaal) they constitute a relevant basis for understanding the impact, effects of 

relationships between people and animals for the quality of life and health. In the context of 

penetrations and mutual complementarities they represent an optimal basis for understanding 

the present topic, especially in the strict focus on therapeutic applications in practice.         

Animal assisted interventions and activities as specific application field of human-

animal interventions are gradually becoming a part of a comprehensive care and therapeutic 

treatment for variable clientele. Not only specific individuals with their research activities 

contributed to the development in this issue but also many organizations did so and their 
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scope of activities, tasks and functions were and are connected with the field of human-animal 

interactions and especially with application area - animal assisted interventions and activities. 

Gradually, since the 19th century, several of them have been founded; some of them have 

been practicing their activities up to today. Currently, mainly International Association of 

Human-Animal Interaction Organizations (IAHAIO) can be considered as one of the most 

important in this area, particularly in international contexts, as the uniting organization for 

science and research. Furthermore, an important activity of the Association is organization of 

regular international conferences which are also beneficial as processed recommendations for 

national governments in the form of declarations. Reflecting current scientific research 

findings, they formulate the fundamental principles and recommendations both for science 

and research as well as training and practice in the field of human-animal interactions, and in 

particular, interventions and activities with the assistance of animals. At present, document 

published by the working group IAHAIO in 2013, IAHAIO White Paper: The IAHAIO 

Definitions for Animal Assisted Intervention and Animal Assisted Activity and Guidelines for 

the Wellness of Animals Involved can be considered important. Despite the fact that the 

Slovak Republic has no representation in this association, the activities and results of the 

association can and definitely should also significantly influence the development in the area 

of interventions and animal assisted activities and dogs in particular (caninetherapy) in our 

region.  

I believe that the variability and wide usage is one of the key characteristics of the 

profession of social work, where I see the optimal space for the application of animal assisted 

interventions, particularly in the area of social therapy. Currently, animal assisted 

interventions and activities (animal assisted therapy) have a solid place among supportive 

(complementary, alternative) therapeutic methods and they often become an important part of 

a complex therapeutic treatment to clients in outpatient and residential care. 

Social work in Slovakia, as a theoretical discipline and practical activity, is currently 

still looking for its identity; it is developing and finding its unique place among other caring 

professions, in the process of helping and caring for people. Its main tasks include training of 

professionals in accordance with the holistic paradigm, reflecting the ethnic, cultural, racial, 

gender and other forms of diversity, while social workers are expected to be able to recognize 

different dimensions of life situation of clients (economic, health, social, psychological, legal, 

educational, ethical and other such diverse factors of social functioning of client) and only 

then they eruditely consider and propose optimal work follow-ups. Social work is the subject 

of a wide range of issues which are solved by using different approaches and methods.  

In modern methods and various forms of social work a wide range of interventions and 

activities how to use the assistance of animals can be found in a wide scope, as evidenced by 

large publishing by professionals within European and non-European space. In relation to 

strict focus of monograph on the therapeutic possibilities of interventions and activities with 

the assistance of dogs it is important to discuss opportunities for social workers in this field. 

In the context of interdisciplinary cooperation within the interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, 

transdisciplinary, and on the service- recipient-centered approach, relying on a valid Slovak 
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legislation, this space offers inspiration especially in the area of social therapy, where canine 

assisted interventions and activities find an effective place.  

Not only the intention of scientific monograph is to put a closer attention to selected 

aspects of canine assisted interventions and activities that are to appear in publications of this 

topic rarely or they are mentioned marginally. Special attention is drawn to description of the 

situation of the study subject in Slovakia, as a result of quantitative and qualitative analysis. 

Thus, description subject is selected characteristics of canine assisted interventions and 

activities in our region, presenting opportunities and risks in this area in theory and practice. 

The research was focused on demographic and professional characteristics of the providers of 

interventions and activities with the assistance of dogs (here, with particular attention to the 

way of providing these services, training, supervision and practice in subject area), 

methodology (used forms and methods) and procedure (a form defining the relationship 

between the provider and the client, and management of process), as well as interventions and 

canine assisted activities, and facilities in which they are executed. 

Development of canine assisted interventions and activities (animal assisted therapy, 

caninetherapy) within the conditions of the Slovak Republic was, and still is significantly 

influenced by the situation in this field in the Czech Republic. The first mentioning of use of 

canine assisted activities and therapy in the Czech Republic appeared after 1989 and the 

Slovak Republic continued in Czech colleagues experience since the 1990s, when the canine 

assisted interventions and activities began to be executed in or country.  

Despite relatively short history it can be stated that at present this kind of supportive 

therapeutic method is prevalent in our country. Thanks to both relative availability and 

significant potential effects, interest in these services on both the providers as well as on 

demand side rises, where mainly facilities within the social, educational and health sectors are 

required. It should be emphasized that both theoretical background and practical 

implementation of these services in the Slovak Republic has been developing dramatically 

recently. This progress brings many positive trends, but also weaknesses and risks are 

revealed.  

So far, consistent terminology has not been developed and in the theory and practice 

implemented, when trying to get educated, providers are faced with an absolute lack of 

relevant texts, there is no comprehensive list of service providers, in legislature execution 

conditions are badly defined, in practice we meet with a number of diverse, not unified 

methodological procedures. Since these are animal assisted services, there is definitely a need 

to consider this area a high risk.  

In the Slovak Republic, as is evident, this study subject has a relatively short history. 

Several groups and individuals deal with interventions and animal assisted activities, 

however, they devote most of their attention to practical implementation, even at the expense 

of systematization of knowledge, scientific research and publishing activities. These, too may 

be the reasons due to which there still have not been set unifying standards of practice and 

education in this field in the Slovak Republic which as abroad, would set the minimum 

requirements necessary to ensure the quality of services provided, in practice there is still not 
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the licensing and certification system, based on the same basis and principles implemented, 

and requirements for research in this area are minimal.  

For practical implementation of canine assisted interventions and activities and the 

achievement of specific, desired effects, erudition of professional service providers is 

essential. Practical implementation should be preceded by adequate theoretical training, 

reflecting the relevant scientific arguments. For the needs of scientific research and 

development of the area in the Slovak Republic is therefore important to address the 

summarization and systematization of knowledge of the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


